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演講摘要
Japanese news production today is unthinkable without scandal. Its enormous proliferation on the one
hand, and ritualized nature of performance on the other, constitute the crux of my speech. I will
elaborate upon the particular logic of constructing Japanese scandal while illustrating how did
ritualized performance come to constitute "scandal culture" in postwar Japan. Drawing on theoretical
arguments from Japanese philology, cultural sociology and media studies, I analyse Japanese scandal
as social drama (as termed by Victor Turner) structured by the dialectic of pollution via transgression,
purification through exclusion, and eventual reintegration of the transgressor. This is important,
because in Japan, deep ritualism and “adherence to algorithm” bears rich cultural connotations that
also inform the understanding of scandal performances. Thus, I take aim at approaching Japanese
scandals as pragmatic social performances between ritual (expressive behaviour stemming from
cultural rites) and strategy (conscious action determined by journalistic routines and political powergames). I will argue that the frequented power-related corruption is not conductive to any sweeping
reform, both structural and moral. Once revealed, Japanese scandals function rather as pre-scripted
and commodified media rituals of pollution and purification.
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